
SETS WHICH SEPARATE SPHERES

JOHN W. KEESEE

An extended version of the Jordan curve theorem [l] states that

if X and Y are respectively an w-manifold and an (« + l) -sphere and

X is contained in Y, then Y—X is the union of two disjoint, open,

connected sets each having X as point set boundary. It is shown here

that it is possible to relax the requirement that X be an n-manifold

in such a way that the conclusions continue to hold. Actually,

topological conditions on X will be given that are necessary and suffi-

cient for X to separate the (w + 1) -sphere Sn+1 in the stated manner.

A cohomology theory is assumed to be defined on the category of

compact pairs and to satisfy the continuity property as well as the

axioms of Eilenberg and Steenrod [2]. Spanier [3] has given one of

several ways of showing the existence of such a theory having an

arbitrary abelian coefficient group G (discrete).

For such a cohomology theory an w-manifold X contained in Sn+1

has the following well known properties which are assumed here

without proof:

(1) Hn(X) is isomorphic to G;

(2) Hn(A) =0 for every closed proper subset A of X.

It will be shown that for any closed subset X of 5n+1, (1) and (2)

are necessary and sufficient conditions for Sn+1 — X to be the union of

two disjoint, open, connected sets each having X as point set

boundary.

For « = 0, Hn(X) is taken to be the reduced zero-dimensional

group.

The material in §1 is contained in the Tulane University lecture

notes of A. D. Wallace.

1.  If (X, A) is a compact pair the inclusion map

i:A-±X

induces the homomorphism

i*\Hn(X)^>Hn(A).

An element e in Hn(A) is said to be extendable to the element e' in

Hn(X) if e=i*(e'). If attention is not directed to the specific ele-

ment e', the situation can be described by saying that e can be ex-

tended to X. For an element e' in H"(X) the element i*(e') is de-
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noted by e'\A. The set A is said to support e' if e'\A is not zero. If

e' is not zero but e'\A is zero for every closed proper subset A of A,

then A is said to be a minimal support for e'.

For a cohomology theory satisfying the continuity property on the

category of compact pairs, every compact triad (A; Ai, A2) is a

proper triad and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence [2, p. 43],

-» 77"(A0 + 77"(A2) -> Hn(Xi C\ X2) -> 77"+1(A) ->

is exact. It will be recalled that A = AiWA2 and that for an element

(d, e2)in77"(A1)+77"(A2),

K«u e2) = ei\XiC\X2- e2\Xxr\ X2.

Theorem 1.1 (The extension theorem). If (A, A) is a compact

pair and e an element of Hn(A), then e can be extended to 77"(P) where

P is the closure of an open set containing A.

This is an easy consequence of the continuity property (compare

[4, p. 247]).

Theorem 1.2. Let X — Xi(~\X2, F=AiWA2 where Y is compact and

Xi and X2 are closed in Y. If an element e in 77" (A) can be extended to

ei in 77" (Ai) and to e2 in 77" (A2), then it can be extended to an element e'

in 77"(Y) so that e'\Xx = ex and e'\X2 = e2.

Proof. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence

A d> \L> A
-> 77" (F) -^ 77»(Ai) + 77"(A2) ->77"(X) ->

and let e, d and e2 be as in the statement of the theorem. Then

^(ci, 62) =«i| A — e2\ X = e — e = 0 so that by exactness (ei, e2) =<p(e') for

some e' in 77"( F). Now

e' I ̂  = ei,

e'\X2 = e2,

e' I A = (e' I Xi) I A = ex | A = e

and the conclusions of the theorem are verified.

Definition. Let X and M be closed sets in the compact space Y and

let e be an element of Hn(X) which cannot be extended to XKJM but

can be extended to XKJN for every closed proper subset N of M. Then M

is called an irreducible membrane for e relative to Y.

Theorem 1.3. If X is a closed subset of the compact space Y and e

an element of 77" (A) which cannot be extended to Y, then there is an
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irreducible membrane for e relative to Y.

Using the extension theorem the proof is as in [5, p. 32].

Theorem 1.4. // (Y, X) is a compact pair and M is an irreducible

membrane for an element e of H"(X) relative to Y then:

(a) CI (M-X)=M;
(h) Xf\M supports e.

Proof, (a) if XC\M contains a nonempty set V open in M let

N = M- V. Then e can be extended to XKJM=XVJN.

(h) If e\XC\M = 0, then this element can be extended to e in

Hn(X) and to the zero element in Hn(M) and then by 1.2 can be

extended to XKJM in such a way as to provide an extension of e to

X\JM.

Theorem 1.5. If X is a closed subset of Sn+l and M is an irre-

ducible membrane for an element e of Hn(X), then M—X is open.

Proof. Suppose M — X is not open. Then there is a point x of

M — X such that every neighborhood of x intersects the complement

of M—X. This point has a spherical neighborhood U whose boundary

F(U) intersects the complement of M—X and whose closure does not

intersect X. Let A=Mr\F(U), Ni = M-U, N2 = MC\U. Then Ni
and N2 are closed proper subsets of M, Ni\JN2 = M, Ni(~\N2 = A. A

then is a closed proper subset of the w-sphere F(U). By hypothesis

the element e can be extended to an element e' in Hn(X*UNi). Also

e'|^4=0 since H"(A)=0. Therefore e'\A can be extended to e' in

Hn(XKJNi) and to the zero element in Hn(N2) and then to XVJNi

\JN2 = XKJM as in Theorem 1.2. But this extension would also be

an extension of e to X\JM which is impossible. Therefore M—X is

open.

2. Theorem 2.1. Let M be an irreducible membrane for an element

e in H"(X). Then M—X is connected.

Proof. Suppose that M—X = P\JQ where P and Q are non-empty

separated sets. Then PC\Q = rj implies that P — P is contained

in MC\X. Let_Ni = (MC\X)VJP,_N2 = (Mr\X)KJQ. Then Fi
= (C\^Mr\X))\JP = (Mr\X)VJP^J(P-P) = (Mr\X)\JP = Ni. Like-
wise N2 = N2 so that Ni and N2 are closed proper subsets of M. Also

Ni\JN2 = M, Nir\N2 = MnX. Now e can be extended to XKJNi and

to XVJN2 and hence by 1.2 to XKJM which is impossible. Therefore

M—X is connected.

Theorem 2.2. If X is a minimal support for an element e of H"(X)
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and M is an irreducible membrane for this element such that M — X is

open, then X is the boundary of M—X.

Proof. Let A=M—X and F(A) be the boundary of A. By 1.4,

A=M and M(~\X supports e. Since A is a minimal support for e it

follows that MC\X = X. Since ,4 is open, F(A) = A-A = M-(M-X)
= MHX = X.

Theorem 2.3. If X is a closed subset of Sn+l and is a minimal sup-

port for an element e in 77"(A), then there are irreducible membranes

Mi and M2 for e relative to Sn+1 such that Mi — X and M2 — X are dis-

joint and X = F(Mi-X) = F(M2-X).

Proof. By 1.3 there is an irreducible membrane Mi for e in 5n+1

and according to 1.5, 2.1, and 2.2, Mi — X is open, connected, and

A = 7"(A7i-A). Now let Ai = S"+1-(A7i-A) and suppose that the

element e can be extended to Ni. Let U be a spherical neighborhood

whose closure is contained in Mi — X and let N2 = Mi— U. Then

NiVJN2 = Sn+1- U = En+i where En+1 is an (w + l)-cell. The element e

can now be extended to AUA2 since N2 is a closed proper subset of

Mi and to AUAi by assumption. Since X = NiC\N2 it follows that

e can be extended to AAJA2 = 7£n+1. But this is impossible since

Hn(En+1) =0. Therefore e cannot be extended to Ai and there exists

an irreducible membrane M2 for e relative to Ai and hence relative

to Sn+1. As in the case of Mi, M2 — X is open, connected, and,

F(M2 — A)=A. It is clear from the construction that Mx — X and

M2 — X are disjoint.

Remark. It will be noted that in the proof of 2.3 the assumption

that A was a minimal support for e was used only to show that

A = 7'(Afi-A) = 7'(A72-A). The existence of the sets Mi and M2

depended only on the presence of a nonzero element of 77"(A). From

this the necessary part of the next theorem follows easily.

Theorem 2.4. If X is a closed subset of Sn+1, then for S"+1-A to be

connected it is necessary and sufficient that 77"(A)=0 (for any non-

trivial coefficient group).

Proof of sufficiency. Suppose that Sn+1—X is not connected.

Then Sn+1 — X = P\JQ where P and Q are open, nonvacuous, and

disjoint. Let Ai = S«+1-7J, A2 = S"+1-(?. Then N1KJNt = S*+l, Nx

fW2 = A. Consider the following portion of the Mayer-Vietoris se-

quence:

77"(A) -+ 77"+1(5"+1) -► Hn+KNi) + 77"+^).
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The group Hn+1(Ni)+Hn+1(N2) is zero since A7i and N2 are closed

proper subsets of Sn+1. Then by exactness the homomorphism A maps

Hn(X) onto the nontrivial group Hn+1(Sn+1) and Hn(X) cannot be

zero.

Theorem 2.5. Let (X, A, B) be a compact triple with the boundary of

A contained in B. If for a fixed integer p, no nonzero element of HP(A)

can be extended to X, then the homomorphism i*:Hp(A)^Hp(B) in-

duced by the inclusion map is an isomorphism into.

Proof. Let e he a nonzero element of HP(A). Since e cannot be

extended to X there is by 1.3 an irreducible membrane M for e rela-

tive to X. Then by 1.4, CI (M-A) = M so that MC\A = CI (M-A)
C^A. Now MC\A is contained in B since it is contained in F(A)

= C1 (X-A)C\A. Also, by 1.4, e\ MC\A^0 and it follows that e\B
?^0. Therefore the kernel of i* is zero.

The following notation is introduced to facilitate the statement of

the next proposition. Let X be a closed set in Sn+l and denote by

Q a fixed component of Sn+1 — X. The remaining components of

Sn+1 — X form a countable set and are denoted by P0, Pi, P2, • • • .

For each set P, let MJ = Sn+1-(QUPj) and let If.XCMj be the in-

clusion map. Denote by ^Hn(Mj) the weak sum of the groups

Hn(Mj). Then each element u of ^H"(Mj) has a coordinate in each

Hn(Mj) and all but a finite number of these coordinates are zero. De-

fine the homomorphism

7: X) Hn(Mj) ->■ H"(X)

by I(u) = ^2l*(uj) where Uj is the coordinate of u in Hn(Mf).

Theorem 2.6. The homomorphism I: ^2Hn(Mj)-*Hn(X) is an

isomorphism onto.

Proof, (a) Kernel of 1 = 0. Let u be an element of ^LHn(M,) with

coordinates Uj and suppose that I(u) =0. Let m be a positive integer

large enough that the set 0, 1, 2, • • • , m contains the indices of all

nonzero coordinates of u. Then l(u)=0= X^-o If(ui) implies that

Io*(u0)= 23™-i I*(~ui)=e- Now the element e can be extended to

Mo in H"(Ma) and to £"-i [~«i| iXUPt)] in Hn(XVJPo). Also Mo

C\(XVJPo)=X and MoV(XVPo) = S*+1-Q so that, by 1.2, e can
be extended to Sn+l-Q. But by virtue of 2.4, Hn(Sn+l-Q) =0 since

Q is connected. Therefore e = Io*(u0) =0. By 2.5, 70* is an isomorphism

into since X contains the boundary of M0. Therefore w0 = 0 and a

similar argument shows that uj = 0 for j = l, 2, • • • , m. Hence u is

the zero of ^Hn(Mj) and the kernel of 1 = 0.
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(b) 7 is onto. The proof will be made first for the case where the

number of components Pj is finite. If Po is the only such set, then

Mo = X and 7 is the identity. Suppose inductively 7 is onto when

there are k components Pj. Then if Q, P0, Pi, • • • , Pk are the com-

ponents of Sn+1-X, let Ao = AWP0 so that A0WMo = S"+1-<2, A0

r^Af0 = A. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the triad (A0WAf0;

A0, Mo) contains the part

<// A
77"(A0) + Hn(M0) -> ff"(A) -»77"+1(5"+1 - Q).

Now ^ maps 77"(Ao)+77"(M0) onto 77"(A) since Hn+l(Sn+1-Q) is

zero.

Next consider the following inclusion maps:

Ij-.XCM, 0'-0,l, ••-,*),

7o,y:A0 C My (j = 1, 2, • • • , h),

a: AC A0.

Define the homomorphisms

k

7: £ 77"(My) -» /7"(A„) + /7"(M0),

7o:E^n(M;)^^"(^o)
y=i

by J(u) = ( E*-i I*j(uj), -wo) and 70(m') = E*-i Io,i(u')- First note

that an element u in Ey-o 77"(A7y) can be written uniquely as

u = (u0, u'), wo in H"(M0) and «' an element of Ey-i 77"(A7y).

Then J(u)=J(uo, u') = (Io(u'), —u). Now since 0;, Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pk are

the components of 5"+l —Ao, 70 is onto by the induction hypothesis.

It is then clear that J is also onto.

Next let u be an element of E*-o Hn(Mj) in the following dia-

gram:

E 77«(My)-> 77"(A)

\ /*
Z7"(A0) + 77"(Mo)

Ku) = Ej-o tf(«y) = Ej-i 7j*(My)+7„*(Mo) = r*-i a*7*/My)+7o*(Mo)
= cc* [ £*_, 7*,(wy) ] - [ - 70*(«o) ] = [ E?-. tf>y) ] | A - [ - w„] | A
= ^(E*-i   I*,jiuj)>  —uo)=ipJ(u).    Now since i^  and   7 are both

onto and I=\pJ, it is seen that 7 is onto when there are k + l com-
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ponents Py. This completes the proof for the finite case.

In the general case let e be an element of 77"(A). By 1.1, e can be

extended to a set Ai where Ai is the union of A and all but a finite

number of the sets Py. Let Q, Pi, P2, • • • , Pk be the components of

571+1 — Xi. In the following diagram i* is induced by the inclusion

map, I'(u)= Ey-o I*,iiuj) where 7i,y:lfyCAi is the inclusion, and /3

is defined by

(Uj   for    j < k,

\0     fori > *■

77"(Ai) U Hn(X)

r 1

E H»(Mj) - E Hn(M,)
i=o

By assumption there is an element e' of 77"(AX) such that i*(e') —e

and since 7' is onto, there is an element u of E*-o Hn(M,) for which

e' = I'(u). Then e = i*(e')=i*I'(u)=i*[Y.U #>/)] = E/-o **^(«i)
= E*-o I?(u,) =7j3(w). This shows that 7 is onto in the general case.

Next let A = {X} be the set of indices of the components of Sn+l — X.

Also denote by E* G\ the weak product of a collection of groups

indexed by A where each group Gx is isomorphic to the coefficient

group G.

Theorem 2.7. 77"(A) is isomorphic to Ex Gx.

Proof. As before let Mi = Sn+1-(PjKJQ) and define Py = 5"+1-Py

and 7y = 5"+1 — Q. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the triad

(5»+1;Py, Tf):

-> 77"(Py) + 77"(7y) -+ Hn(Mj) -> 77"+1(5"+1) -^ .

By virtue of 2.4, 77"(Py) and 77"(Py) are zero since Py and Q are con-

nected. Also Hn+1(Rj) and Hn+1(T,) are zero since Py and Py are

closed proper subsets of 5n+1. By exactness then, A:Hn(M,)

«77"+1(5"+1). Hence each 77"(il7y) is isomorphic to G and the con-

clusion follows from 2.6.

Theorem 2.8. Let X be a closed subset of Sn+1. Then necessary and

sufficient conditions that Sn+1 — X = P\JQ where P and Q are disjoint,

open, connected, and X = F(P) = F(Q) are:

(1) 77"(A)«G for every coefficient group G,

(2) Hn(A) = 0 for every closed proper subset A of X.
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Proof, (a) Necessity. Condition (1) is a direct consequence of 2.7.

As for (2) let A be a closed proper subset of X and set R=P\J(X — A),

T = G\J(X — A). Then R and T are respectively between the con-

nected sets P and Q and their closures and hence are con-

nected. Also R\JT= [P\J(X-A)]\J[Q\J(X-A)}=P\JQ\J(X-A)
= (P\JQ\JX)-A=S"+l-A, Rr\T=[P\J(X-A)]r\[Q\J(X-A)}

= X—A9£\Z\- Thus Sn+1— A, being the union of two intersecting

connected sets R and T, is connected and, by 2.4, Hn(A)=0. This

completes the proof of necessity.

(b) Sufficiency. Let the integers be used as coefficient group and

then (1) implies that Sn+l — X is the union of two components P and

Q since otherwise, by 2.7, Hn(X) would not be isomorphic to the

coefficient group.

Next choose a nonzero element e of Hn(X). X then is a minimal

support for e by virtue of (2). Let Mi and M2 be irreducible mem-

branes for e as in 2.3. The set Mi — X, being connected, is contained

in the component P, say, of Sn+1 — X. Then since PC\Mi = P

C\(Mi — X) =Mi — X, it is seen that Mi — X is open and closed in P.

Therefore Mi — X = P since P is connected. Likewise M2 — X = Q and

it follows that X = F(P) = F(Q).
Remark. Theorem 2.6 is equivalent to a result of Eilenberg and

Steenrod [2, Theorem 6.10, p. 319]. Also a theorem of Borsuk's [6,

p. 240] is the same as 2.7 except that Borsuk's proposition involves

cohomotopy groups. A comparison shows that for a closed subset of

Sn+1, the w-dimensional cohomotopy and integral cohomology groups

are isomorphic for n greater than 1.
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